
Robotics Club Workshop
Robotic Systems, Project Management and Robot layout

By Karl Von Richter



Plan for the next 6 weeks

• Week 1: Robotics Systems, Project Planning, Robot Layout

• Week 2: Basic circuits and soldering

• Week 3: Eagle

• Week 4: Cad - Solid works Friday 6 – 8pm

• Week 5: Programing

• Week 6: Control Systems



Who am I and what experience do I have ?



Contents – What will this workshop be covering

• What is considered a robot

• Parts of a robot

• How these parts interact

• Development of a robot

• Team organisation

• Task planning

• Effective problem solving

• Effective layouts for optimising performance



What is a Robot

• A robot is a mechanical or virtual artificial agent, usually an 
electro-mechanical machine that is guided by a computer program 
or electronic circuitry.

• Robots can be autonomous or semi-autonomous and range from 
humanoids such as Honda's Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility 
(ASIMO) and TOSY's TOSY Ping Pong Playing Robot (TOPIO) to 
industrial robots, collectively programmed swarm robots, and 
even microscopic nano robots. 

• By mimicking a lifelike appearance or automating movements, a 
robot may convey a sense of intelligence or thought of its own.



Main parts that are required for a robot



The Brain - Microprocessor

• A microprocessor incorporates the functions of a computer's 
central processing unit (CPU) on a single integrated circuit 
(IC), or at most a few integrated circuits.

• All modern CPUs are microprocessors making the micro-
prefix redundant. The microprocessor is a multipurpose, 
programmable device that accepts digital data as input, 
processes it according to instructions stored in its memory, 
and provides results as output. It is an example of 
sequential digital logic, as it has internal memory. 

• Microprocessors operate on numbers and symbols 
represented in the binary numeral system.



The energy – Power storage

• Batteries are an essential component of the majority of robot 
designs. Many types of batteries can be used. Batteries can be 
grouped by whether or not they are rechargeable.

• Batteries that are not rechargeable usually deliver more power 
for their size, and are thus desirable for certain applications. 
Various types of alkaline and lithium batteries can be used. 
Alkaline batteries are much cheaper and sufficient for most uses, 
but lithium batteries offer better performance and a longer shelf 
life.

• Common rechargeable batteries include lead acid, nickel-
cadmium (NiCd)and the newer nickel metal-hydride (Ni-MH). 
NiCd & Ni-MH batteries come in common sizes such as AA, but 
deliver a smaller voltage than alkaline batteries (1.2V instead of 
1.5V). They also can be found in battery packs with specialized 
power connectors. These are commonly called race packs and are 
used in the more expensive RC race cars. They will last for some 
time if used properly. Ni-MH batteries are currently more 
expensive than NiCd, but are less affected by memory effect.



The eyes - Sensors

• Defined as: Any thing that is able to detect and recorded data 
from the outside world.

• Eamples:
• Cameras

• Ir distance sensors

• Air sample monitors

• Colour detection

• Touch switches

• Etc. 



The Hands - Interaction

• Defined as: A device or range of devices that is able to manipulate 
the world around them or generate some sort of physical 
work(Noise)

• Examples
• Motors – Movement of wheels

• Servos – actuation of small parts

• Solenoids – pushing a ball

• Etc. 



How do these parts interact with one another



Understanding the underling principles about 
optimisation

• The Microprocessor takes sensory inputs in order to make desions
about the actions it is to make

• These actions require energy 

• The more actions the quicker the energy supply is depleted

• the larger the energy supply the more work that needs to be 
exerted

• Using a larger processor requires increased power supply

• The Main point: Base you optimisation off the minimum amount of 
stuff required to do the job. 



Development of Robots



Key questions that need to be answered 
before any decisions are made

• Dose the robot move

• Power limitations

• Processor limitations

• Available sensory input

• Time restrictions

• Size limitations

• Weight limitations

• Etc. 



Example – Line Follower

• Dose the robot move – Yes

• Power limitations – Dependent on the size and weight

• Processor limitations – Arduino Uno

• Available sensory input – Single black line

• Time restrictions – 3 Min

• Size limitations – 200mm cubed

• Weight limitations – 1Kg or less



What design decsions can be made ?

What is you opinion?



Groups - Project Management

Unfortunately it needs to be done



What dose your team look like ?

• If you pick the groups:

• Friends are sometimes not a good idea

• Find people who enjoy doing one task (Programing, electrical, etc.)

• If you don’t pick the groups:
• Get in contact with them as soon as you can (Facebook them/ ask around)

• Get to know your groups strengths and weaknesses

• Applies for both:
• Crate a Facebook group

• Elect or designate a project manager

• Get to know what other groups around you are doing



Tips for making groups work

• Be willing to debate different ideas (and seek outside opinion)

• Everyone has a vote/say

• Regular meeting times (one a week) 

• If things get heated walk away and come back to it later

• Set hard and soft deadlines

• Spread the work as much as possible

• Minutes and agendas for meetings

• Document everything you do!



Task Planning

• The project manager should develop a gant chart to order tasks

• State clearly what the task is

• Deadline that task (Hard and soft)

• Set a clear task goal

• For longer tasks make stepping stone goals

• Test that the goal has been achieved

• Document!



Nutting out Large Problems

Large problems tend to be made of a lot of smaller problems all with there own 
difficult solution



Tackling large problems

• Brake it down into its fundamental pieces

• Has someone else had this problem

• Having more people there focusing on the problem is better then 
one

• What is the end goal

• Is there a better way of doing things



Robot Layout

Improving effeicency through smart design and layout



Which robot looks like it would work better 
and why?

Robot A Robot B



Key considerations that need to be made 
when laying out a robot

• Centre of gravity

• Moment of inertia

• Customisation

• Task specific considerations
• Size

• Speed

• Size of components

• Etc.



Hints for smart design

• Functionality is key

• Don’t let aesthetics impact on the functionality

• Consider materials and manufacturability of parts

• Keep things as small as possible

• Keep the weight to a minimum

• How much time will it take to design and manufacture

• Etc.



Questions ??



Thank you 

Next workshop: Basic circuits and soldering

Room: S9 - Lab


